
Variation of the Police and Crime Reduction Plan

Police and Crime Panel

Background

Introduction

In accordance with s.5 (6)(c) of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act of 2011 the 
following report sets out my proposals to vary my Police and Crime Plan. I invite the Panel to 
consider these variations in accordance with the requirements of the Act and to inform me 
if you have any comments or observations on my proposals. 

Police and Crime Reduction Plan

The main variations to the plan reflect the ongoing work within the Commissioner’s team 
and provide an updated view of what has been delivered over the past year as well as an 
updated on future expectations.  For example, the developing work on early interventions 
now includes specific references to Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) which has had an 
increasing influence on our approach, as well as those of partners, over the past year. 

Another developing area is that of Public Service Boards. Whilst the Future Generations Act 
does not change the existing requirements on the local police and the local authority to lead 
a local Community Safety Partnership, it is clear that those partnership arrangements now 
need to fit into the new ethos and structures created to serve the Public Service Board. Both 
I and the Chief Constable have stressed our wholehearted commitment to the success of the 
Public Service Boards, and although policing is not yet devolved, we are pleased that Welsh 
Government so phrased the legislation to require that an invitation be given to the Police 
and Crime Commissioner and the Chief Constable to attend as full members.  

With this in mind, it is important to emphasise that whilst there is no fundamental change in 
the priorities, the refresh of the Police and Crime Reduction Plan ensures that we aligned 
with the work going on to develop well-being assessments, as well as providing a clear 
statement on how we can contribute to the delivery of joint priorities of Public Service 
Boards.  That is why we have outlined how our priorities connect with the goals set out by 
the Future Generations Act. It has also been pleasing to note that through the South Wales 
Police Compass Survey process, over 75% of the public either agree strongly or agree with 
the priorities set out within the Police and Crime Reduction Plan.

In summary, the main variations will be in the following sections of the plan:



Achievements – this will be refreshed to reflect the work undertaken over the last year and 
any new initiatives, such as the launch of the Victim’s Focus service and our work with Public 
Health Wales on early intervention.

Roadmap – this will be updated to include future events which will have a significant impact 
on South Wales Police, such as the Champion’s League Final in May 2017, as well as 
providing expected milestones for the delivery of projects and services over the next 4 
years.

Outcomes – the current outcomes will be refreshed to provide more focus on what we want 
to achieve. We will also seek to align our priorities and outcomes with those of the Future 
Generations Act to outline how our work is linking to wider partnership work being 
undertaken by Public Service Boards.

Policing South Wales – This section will be updated with current information where 
available to provide an up to date reflection of the demand on South Wales Police.

What our partners/public are telling us – These sections will be updated following 
consultation exercises.

Recommendation

That the Police and Crime Panel acknowledge the intention to vary the content of the Police 
and Crime Reduction Plan and provide comments and feedback on the proposed refresh.


